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COLDSTORE DISK PLAYER

Direct surveillance video playback on your
PC from COLDSTORE removable disks
COLDSTORE enables immediate bulk-seizure of video surveillance data in
portable form for easy playback via DISKPLAY
Enables direct video review on PC directly from extracted COLDSTORE disks
Built-in playback software on COLDSTORE disks*
Specifically designed for the award-winning COLDSTORE storage system
Disk-docking station to suit COLDSTORE disk cradles
Simple USB connection to PC
Heavy-duty construction suitable for review workstations

*If supported by the specific video management system (VMS)

T ECHN I C AL S PE CI F I C AT ION

MEDIA
Hard disk

3.5” SATA drive of any capacity.

POWER
Unit power

10 watts (typical)

Power supply

12V DC (supply included)

SOFTWARE
Compatible O.S.

Windows 7 or later

Playback software

Pre-loaded playback software on each disk (if supported by selected VMS)

PHYSICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL
Interface

USB 2.0

Dimensions

L 200mm W 188mm H 200mm (without mounting plate)

Weight

100g [3.5oz]

Operating temperature

0°C to 50°C [32°F to 122°F]

Relative humidity

Up to 85%, non-condensing

Compliance

FCC, CE, RoHS

PRODUCT CODES
CS-DP-UK

DISKPLAY USB docking station for CS disks (UK power supply)

CS-DP-EU

DISKPLAY USB docking station for CS disks (EU power supply)

CS-DP-US

DISKPLAY USB docking station for CS disks (US power supply)

COLDSTORE Disks
Each disk recorded by a COLDSTORE
surveillance storage array contains a
specific segment of time, with a known
start time & date and a known end time
and date. Thus it is possible to physically
locate any specific time span of recorded
video in a COLDSTORE system and
remove the disk for evidential purposes.
It is therefore ideal for rapid bulk seizure
of data and evidential transport.

DISKPLAY Playback
System
DISKPLAY is a convenient solution for
playback of COLDSTORE disks. It is a
USB docking station designed specifically
for accepting COLDSTORE disk cradles.
This allows extracted disks to be played
without having to remove the disk from
the standard disk cradle. Thus DISKPLAY
exploits the unique removable, playable
disk feature of the COLDSTORE system.
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Built-in Player Files
All COLDSTORE disks have the ability
to be automatically pre-loaded with
playback software specific to the video
management system in use (if this is
supported by the VMS). This software
can be installed on any PC for playback.
Thus each disk can be a stand-alone,
playable media volume which has very
high-capacity and is evidentially robust,
containing the original recorded data.
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